TEXTILE SCREEN INKS

RANGE OF PRODUCTS

1] PLASTISOL INKS
2] METALLIC INKS
3] FLUORESCENT INKS
4] REFLECTIVE INKS
5] PU INKS
6] SILICONE INKS
7] EML SERIES:
   WATER BASED READY TO USE WHITE & COLOURS
8] KHADI
9] FRICHI SERIES (OIL BASED):
   PVC / PHTHALATE FREE FOR DIRECT AND TRANSFER PRINTING
10] GLOW IN DARK INKS
11] LITHO CMYK HEAT TRANSFER INKS
12] LITHO CMYK SUBLIMATION INKS
13] ANY OTHER SPECIALITY INKS ON DEMAND
14] PIGMENT EMULSIONS
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